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1: List of planets - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Herbs of the Sun, Moon and Planets has seven sections in which I list seven herbs and discuss their uses, and why they
are listed under the dominion of a particular planet. There are sections for the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter
and Saturn.

Check new design of our homepage! Confused About the Different Types of Seeds? You are Not Alone The
classification of different types of seeds can be based on the shape of the seeds, the use of the seeds, or
according to the plant that will grow out of the seed. Gardenerdy Staff Last Updated: Mar 19, Seeds are very
vital, because through them plants reproduce. However, some plants instead of producing seeds release spores
for reproduction. There are around a million different types of seeds, so division of a specific type of seed is a
bit difficult. There are also some seeds which fall into more than one category, like sunflower beans, which are
used for plantation purposes or used as bird seeds. Seeds are very significant to our lives, whether it is to
growing cereals, herbs, fruits, vegetables, or using them for culinary purposes like using kidney beans for
making enchiladas. No matter which category the seed falls under, it is important to select healthy seeds to get
the maximum benefits from the seeds. Given below are the two major categories of seeds; seeds used for
plantation and seeds used for eating. Also, there are pictures of some attractive-looking seeds, which you can
collect. Types of Seeds for Plantation With organic farming gaining popularity day-by-day, the planters are
left with two choices: In my opinion, organic seeds are a better choice, as they are more safe and natural.
However, while selecting a particular type of seeds for sowing make sure the variety of seeds, whether organic
or hybrid, has been used before and has given a healthy yield. Seeds for Growing Cereal Plants You can find
these plant seeds for sowing at a farmers market, or order them online. Select good quality seeds to grow your
cereals, and seek advice from the supplier for the care instructions. Some of the cereal plant seeds are bran,
wheat, rice, corn, etc. For example, there are various varieties of apples, try to get your hands on the seeds that
are native to your region. Some of fruit and flower plants grown using seeds are peaches, apricots, nectarines,
roses, sunflower, etc. Seeds for Growing Vegetables Again, you can find seeds to grow vegetables or herb
plants at your local nursery. Pick out healthy, non-bruised, and large seeds to get a healthy yield. Examples of
easy-to-grow vegetables by using seeds are tomato, squash, beans, cucumbers, spinach, etc. Seeds for
Growing Grass To grow beautiful grass you can buy seeds from online suppliers or at your local nursery. It is
okay if you go with the quality grass seeds which are non-organic varieties, as grass is used only for
decorative purpose. Seeds for Growing Herbs Herbs add great flavor to a recipe. Many people tend to keep a
small herb garden near their kitchen. Some examples of easy-to-grow herbs are parsley, mint, rosemary, sage,
and chives. Types of Edible Seeds Some of the above types of seeds also fall in the edible seeds type, for
example cereals, many fruits, and vegetable seeds are edible such as cucumber seeds and tomato seeds. Given
below are the types of edible seeds used in the kitchen and the ones used to feed birds. Make sure you select a
packet of good quality ones. Some examples of such seeds are: After some time these seeds sprout, and
become edible. While some seeds are soaked for hours, and then cooked well for them to become edible.
Some examples of such seeds are pinto, kidney beans, white kidney beans, green gram, soybeans, broccoli,
etc. Seeds That are Used for Making Beverages There are some specific seeds which are not eaten, but used to
make beverages. The most common example is of coffee beans. Coffee is one of the most popular beverage
around the world and many prefer to grind these beans at home to make fresh coffee, rather than using the
store-available powder. Similarly, chia seeds are used to make energy drink, while rose hips are used to make
tea. Seeds to Feed Birds For feeding the birds there are various kinds of seeds used. However, certain bird
seeds attract specific group of birds. The seeds used to feed birds are sunflower, millet, cracked corn, thistle,
wheat, oats, etc. Some Interesting-looking Seeds Many people tend to collect seeds which are beautiful. Given
below are pictures of some interesting seeds, some are in their pods, some have a hard shell, while some have
a fuzzy cover on them. There are also few interesting seeds like that of the Chinese lantern plant which after
drying gets a hollow, intricate-looking shell. So no matter what type of seeds you are looking for, ensure you
select the good quality seeds to get the best out of them.
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2: Ayurvedic Herbs | Endangered Species | Pukka
The following list has the names of 12 top herbs that have anti-fungal compounds. If you are taking any prescription
medications or are under a doctor's care for a medical condition, please consult with your physician before starting any
herbal program.

Since most herbs are known by many folk names, use your Find command to find specific herbs on this page.
For a more detailed look at the properties of the herbs mentioned here, go to www. Burn with sandalwood to
open psychic centers. Hecate, Medea Protection, Invisibility. Use this herb with great caution to consecrate the
athame or ritual knife. Make an infusion with the leaves or root to banish prior energy from magickal blades
and to infuse it with protection. The root or leaves may be burned as incense for the same purpose. Gather the
fresh flowers to make a tincture to refresh the power of the knives. Use an infusion as a magickal wash for
ritual tools or sacred space. Brings protection and magickal watchfulness against negative energies in ritual.
Wash a new cauldron in the infusion or burn aconite in its first fire. Used to invoke Hecate. Wrap the seed in a
lizard skin and carry to become invisible at will. Used to poison arrow tips in early times. Also as protection
from and a cure for werewolves. African Violet Saintpaulia ionantha Gender: Promotes spirituality when
grown in the home. Agaric Amanita muscaria aka magic mushroom, redcap, death angel, death cap Gender:
Place on the altar or in the bedroom to increase fertility. Agrimony Agrimonia eupatoria Also called Church
steeples, cocklebur, stickwort, sticklewort Gender: Agrimony is best known for its sleep-inducing qualities,
therefore it is excellent in dream pillows, especially mixed with mugwort. A wash or oil increases
effectiveness of all forms of ritual healing, psychic healing, or distance healing. Anoint hands with oil to
cleanse auras. Creates a barrier against negative energies. Use if you feel to be under psychic attack. A
counter-magick herb, it not only breaks hexes, but sends them back to the hexer. Alfalfa Medicavo Sativa
Gender: Earth Prosperity, Anti-hunger, Money. Brings in money and protects against financial misfortune.
Harvest a small quantity at the full moon. Dry and burn in the cauldron. Place ashes in an magickal amulet.
Allspice Pimenta officinalis or P. Use oil, wash, or incense to anoint magickal wands or ritual candlesticks.
Almond wood makes excellent wands, especially for use in love magick. Excellent herbs for handfastings or
other rituals of union. Also good for overcoming alcohol dependency. Almonds, leaves, and wood may be
used in money magick. Placing almonds in your pocket will lead you to treasures. Aloe Aloe vera aka burn
plant, medicine plant Feminine. Guards against evil influences and prevents household accidents. Plant aloe
on the graves of loved ones to promote a peaceful existence until the deceased is reborn. Use for success in the
world. Prevents feelings of loneliness. Aloes, Wood Aquilaria agallocha aka Lignum aloes Feminine. Althea
Althea officinalis aka marshmallow, sweet weed, wymote Feminine. Burn as incense or carry as a sachet for a
good psychic power stimulator. A good "spirit puller. An aphrodisiac -- make an oil from seeds gathered under
the full moon to use on the genitals. An amulet made of the leaf or root worn near the genitals will accomplish
the same ends. Artemis Healing, Protection, Invisibility. Used in pagan burial ritutals. Mends a broken heart.
Use the blossoms in all healing rituals. Grow red anemones in the garden to protect the garden and the home.
Wrap flowers in a red cloth and wear or carry to prevent disease. Use the flowers to color Ostara eggs.
Anemone Wood Anemone nemorosa aka crowfoot, windflower Mars. Used to invoke elemental air. Maturing
flower is ideal nesting place for faeries. A charm against fevers. Use during rituals of death and dying.
Angelica Angelica archangelica aka archangel, masterwort Masculine. Exorcism, Protection, Healing, Visions.
Use in all protection and exorcism incenses. Angelica protects in two ways: Removes curses, hexes, or spells
that have been cast against you. Gives a joyful outlook on life. Anise Seed Pimpinella anisum aka aniseed,
anneys Masculine. Deals with inner, personal issues related to lack of fulfillment. Helps one to become more
open to happiness and enjoy company of others. Put in dream pillows to protect from nightmares. Brings
protection when traveling in the astral. Include anise in handfasting and wedding cakes. Use to consecrate
ritual cups and chalices. Powdered stars may be used as incense to invoke your Deities or banish negative
energy. Used in death and dying rituals. Use apple branches to make wands ideally suited for emotional and
love magick. The apple branch will gain one admittance to the faery underworld. For healing, cut an apple into
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three pieces, rub on the afflicted part of the body, and bury outside. Do this during the waning moon to banish
illness. Apples can be used for poppets or the apple wood carved into a poppet. Powder dried seeds and bark
to burn as incense. Apples are associated with the dead and Samhain, which is often called the Feast of
Apples. Apricot Prunus armeniaca Feminine. Use juice in love spells or potions. Eat fruit to obtain a sweet
disposition. Leaves and flowers can be added to love sachets and the pits carried to attract love. Purifies
negativity and evil. Add to incense for good vibrations. Arbutus Arbutus unede Masculine. Used by those
seeking the mysteries of the Horned God. Helps us break free of our negative desires. Increases the power of
any ritual. Ash Fraxinus excelsior or F. The Teutonic World Tree, Yggdrasil, is said to be an ash tree. An ash
staff wards off evil. Healing wands should be made of ash wood. Carve poppets from the roots of the ash tree.
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3: Medicinal Herbs Chart Plants Uses
In about one week the herbs will be ready to use. Work with Love and they will serve you well. ACACIA: (Acacia
senegal) Gender: Masculine Planet: Sun Element: Air.

It is being published by Moon Books in their Pagan Portals series. The cover features some dragon trees,
which are described in the section about Herbs of Mars. I became fascinated by these weird plants when I first
came upon them in Tenerife where I used to live. They look as if they could have come from another planet!
Ancient Herbalists You are probably wondering how there can be herbs of the Sun, Moon and Planets, and of
course, as far as we know, the Earth is the only planet that supports life as we know it in this Solar System, so
what does the subject of my book and the title mean? Well, the answer is that ancient herbalists, such as
Nicholas Culpeper , had a system of listing herbs under different planetary rulers, according to their
characteristics. For example, according to these herbalist schools of thought, herbs ruled by Mars, the god of
war, have something aggressive about their form, such as spines. It also has spiky leaves that are lance-shaped.
This made the tree an ideal candidate for being included in the herbs of Mars. The Dragon Tree Seven
Sections Herbs of the Sun, Moon and Planets has seven sections in which I list seven herbs and discuss their
uses, and why they are listed under the dominion of a particular planet. Chamomile Photo - Public Domain
The first two of these herbs have petals that radiate out from a central disk and that makes them similar
visually to the Sun. Eyebright Euphrasia officinalis is another herb of the Sun. It has markings like sun rays on
its flowers and is a herbal treatment for the eyes. It also likes growing in sunny locations. Herbs of the Moon
have something to do with the night about them or something rounded or white or silvery. The white water lily
Nymphaea alba is a herb of the Moon and it has white flowers and rounded lily pads. Jasmine Jasminum
officinale is another herb ruled by the Moon, and this shrub has white flowers and emits a perfume after dark.
Herbs of Mercury must communicate and have something to say. Mercury was regarded as the messenger of
the gods. Fennel Foeniculum vulgare is a herb ruled by Mercury. With its feathery foliage, graceful
appearance and aroma and flavour of anise, it certainly communicates to our senses. Herbs of Venus should
have some association with love. The rose is, not surprisingly, listed in the herbs governed by the goddess and
planet Venus. Gardening Event I am a regular contributor to Mediterranean Gardening and Outdoor Living
magazine, "the only English language magazine dedicated to gardening in Iberia," and this summer on 11 and
12 June, the publication is holding an "outdoor living extravaganza," their First Annual Mediterranean
Gardening Show. I am pleased to announce that I will be one of the guest speakers at this event, and I will be
selling and signing copies of my new book, which will be published just in time for this. There will be a
feature about Herbs of the Sun, Moon and Planets in it too. Of course, I am looking for further publicity for
my book, so please get in touch if you want to interview me about it or can review my work!
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4: List of culinary herbs and spices - Wikipedia
This can be carried out even on the constellations of Jupiter like Punarvasu, Vishakha, Purvabhadrapad which falls on a
www.enganchecubano.com Laurel, Bergamot, Cedar, Clove, Hyssop, Melissa, Nutmeg, Saffron, Sage, Sandalwood are
the other common herbs recommended for the planet Jupiter.

A real Astral Talisman is composed of all 5 elements, i. Therefore, one may understand that the gem alone is
not the complete kavacha or talisman, the gems are only for one of five elements, viz. He prepared nine
different herbal bhasmas which should be sealed into tubes that are part of a jewelry talisman. It took one
week for the Dr. At that time he also provided rare samples of the actual herbs. We witnessed part of the
process which involves indirect fire to heat the herb until is stops smoking and has transformed entirely into
ash. Planetary mantras are recited during this heating process. All nine herbs are available in Nepal Himalaya
and some are quite rare even in India where they sometimes substitute because of lack of the actual herb. The
influence will be toward nobility, dignity, power, leadership and confidence. One will be well-read, pious,
strong, compassionate and untroubled. If Sun is ill placed in the horoscope: The influence will be toward
sensitivity, good habits, stability and health. One will be wealthy, industrious and respected. If Moon is ill
placed in the horoscope: The influence will be toward depression, overreaction, hypersensitivity and stress, i.
The influence will be toward positive energy, strength, courage, passion, and aggression. One will be active,
have great energy, be learned, well-known and regal. If Mars is ill-placed in the horoscope: The influence will
be toward anger, irritability, instability, impatience, and aggression. One becomes prone to violence and
physical problems such as high blood pressure, anemia, and impurities in the blood. The influence will be
toward being rationality, wit, skillfulness and dexterity. One will be educated, happy, fortunate and highly
respected. If Mercury is ill placed in the horoscope: The influence will be toward aloofness, lack of
concentration, difficulty with communications, and slowness. One becomes prone to speech and hearing
impediments, deceptive behavior, and lack of vitality. The influence will be toward humanitarianism, caring,
spiritualism, optimism, faith and good judgment. One will be powerful, respected, and a leader of men,
although susceptible to anger. If Jupiter is ill-placed in the horoscope: The influence will be toward being
greedy, uncaring, selfish, negative outlook, personal unhappiness, egotism, selfishness and sloth. One will be
uncaring and unhappy. The influence will be toward attractiveness, refinement, grace, elegance and longevity.
One will be refined, humanitarian, and possess many positive qualities. If Venus is ill-placed in the horoscope:
The influence will be toward vanity, lewdness, sensual corruption, lack of taste and refinement. One becomes
vulnerable to loss of libido, impotence, sterility, and premature aging. The influence will be toward discipline,
responsibility, realism, durability and humility. One will be long-lived, charitable, proficient and an
affectionate mate. If Saturn is ill placed in the horoscope: The influence will be toward depression, anxiety,
fear, loneliness and disappointment. One becomes vulnerable to headaches, neuralgia, and other disorders of
the nervous system. The influence will be toward originality, inspiration, insight and uniqueness. One will be
exotic, wealthy and fortunate. If Rahu is ill placed in the horoscope: The influence will be toward mental
disease, addiction, illusion, and trouble. One will have a volatile nature, and a tendency to suffer from fear and
suicidal impulses. The influence will be toward spiritualism, intuition, universality, subtleness and sensitivity.
One will be wealthy and protected from evil. If Ketu is ill placed in the horoscope: The influence will be
toward eccentricity, explosiveness, fanaticism and emotional problems. One becomes prone to compulsive
gambling and fatal diseases such as cancer.
5: WHITE WITCH Herbs & their Magikal Uses
This is a list of culinary herbs and spices. Specifically these are food or drink additives of mostly botanical origin used in
nutritionally insignificant quantities for flavoring or coloring. This list does not contain fictional plants such as aglaophotis,
or recreational drugs such as tobacco.
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6: Planetary Gemologists Association | The Planetary Herbs
A-Z Herb List. Categories. Anti-inflammatory Diet; Herbs for Anxiety; Herbs for Depression; Remedies for Constipation;
Remedies for Insomnia; Remedies for Sore Throat.

7: 09 Planet Order List
Urban Programs Resource Network. Hort Corner; Just for Kids; Home & Money; Schools Online; Nutrition & Health; All
About 4-H; Parenting & Seniors; Env. Stewardship.

8: List of Common Herbs | Herb Gardening | U of I Extension
See List Herbs by Botanical Name Properties and Uses of over common herbs and medicinal plants listed by botanical
or common names. You can browse alphabetically by common names, to find information on a popular herb like ginger,
or find it listed by its botanical name, Zingiber officinale.

9: About Your Privacy on this Site
See how zodiac signs and plants (trees, shrubs, herbs, crawlers, bulbs, vegetables, annuals, fruits and nuts) are
connected. The myths sourrounding the plants and the facts revealed, their medicinal properties give a flavour to your
basic need from mother nature.
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